Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 1/22/20

- V2 API decisions have been finalized. Spec updated. Core WG starting design/implementation for Geneva – as “beta” APIs
  - Geneva will be version 1.2 (not 2.0)
- This week’s Core WG to provide training on API V2.
- EMQX Kuiper demo (as replacement rules engine service) upcoming this week. All are encouraged to attend – Jan 23, 3pm PST.
- Application WG continues work on batch and send functionality.
- Device Service WG is working on new SDK API to be introduced alongside the existing version (backward compatible).
- Design work on automatic (or dynamic) provisioning is ongoing and will be picked up at future meetings.
- Transformation to Jenkins Pipelines continues
- Hackathon in China is being planned for April 2-3 2020 (led by China project under Vertical Solutions).
- Yocto project has asked for potential integration between the projects. Looking for community sentiment.
- Vertical Solutions WG chair is stepping down. Nominations now open.